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People like to think of themselves as honest. However, dishonesty
pays—and it often pays well. How do people resolve this tension? This
research shows that people behave dishonestly enough to profit but
honestly enough to delude themselves of their own integrity. A little bit
of dishonesty gives a taste of profit without spoiling a positive self-view.
Two mechanisms allow for such self-concept maintenance: inattention to
moral standards and categorization malleability. Six experiments support
the authors’ theory of self-concept maintenance and offer practical
applications for curbing dishonesty in everyday life.
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The Dishonesty of Honest People: A Theory
of Self-Concept Maintenance
It is almost impossible to open a newspaper or turn on a
television without being exposed to a report of dishonest
behavior of one type or another. To give a few examples,
“wardrobing”—the purchase, use, and then return of the
used clothing—costs the U.S. retail industry an estimated
$16 billion annually (Speights and Hilinski 2005); the overall magnitude of fraud in the U.S. property and casualty
insurance industry is estimated to be 10% of total claims
payments, or $24 billion annually (Accenture 2003); and
the “tax gap,” or the difference between what the Internal
Revenue Service estimates taxpayers should pay and what
they actually pay, exceeds $300 billion annually (more than
15% noncompliance rate; Herman 2005). If this evidence is
not disturbing enough, perhaps the largest contribution to
dishonesty comes from employee theft and fraud, which
has been estimated at $600 billion a year in the United
States alone—an amount almost twice the market capitalization of General Electric (Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners 2006).

selfish human behavior (i.e., homo economicus) is the
belief that people carry out dishonest acts consciously and
deliberatively by trading off the expected external benefits
and costs of the dishonest act (Allingham and Sandmo
1972; Becker 1968). According to this perspective, people
would consider three aspects as they pass a gas station: the
expected amount of cash they stand to gain from robbing
the place, the probability of being caught in the act, and the
magnitude of punishment if caught. On the basis of these
inputs, people reach a decision that maximizes their interests. Thus, according to this perspective, people are honest
or dishonest only to the extent that the planned trade-off
favors a particular action (Hechter 1990; Lewicki 1984). In
addition to being central to economic theory, this external
cost–benefit view plays an important role in the theory of
crime and punishment, which forms the basis for most policy measures aimed at preventing dishonesty and guides
punishments against those who exhibit dishonest behavior.
In summary, this standard external cost–benefit perspective
generates three hypotheses as to the forces that are expected
to increase the frequency and magnitude of dishonesty:
higher magnitude of external rewards (Ext-H1), lower
probability of being caught (Ext-H2), and lower magnitude
of punishment (Ext-H3).
From a psychological perspective, and in addition to
financial considerations, another set of important inputs to
the decision whether to be honest is based on internal
rewards. Psychologists show that as part of socialization,
people internalize the norms and values of their society
(Campbell 1964; Henrich et al. 2001), which serve as an
internal benchmark against which a person compares his of
her behavior. Compliance with the internal values system
provides positive rewards, whereas noncompliance leads to
negative rewards (i.e., punishments). The most direct evi-
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dence of the existence of such internal reward mechanisms
comes from brain imaging studies that reveal that acts
based on social norms, such as altruistic punishment or
social cooperation (De Quervain et al. 2004; Rilling et al.
2002), activate the same primary reward centers in the brain
(i.e., nucleus accumbens and caudate nucleus) as external
benefits, such as preferred food, drink, and monetary gains
(Knutson et al. 2001; O’Doherty et al. 2002).
Applied to the context of (dis)honesty, we propose that
one major way the internal reward system exerts control
over behavior is by influencing people’s self-concept—that
is, the way people view and perceive themselves (Aronson
1969; Baumeister 1998; Bem 1972). Indeed, it has been
shown that people typically value honesty (i.e., honesty is
part of their internal reward system), that they have strong
beliefs in their own morality, and that they want to maintain
this aspect of their self-concept (Greenwald 1980; Griffin
and Ross 1991; Josephson Institute of Ethics 2006; Sanitioso, Kunda, and Fong 1990). This means that if a person
fails to comply with his or her internal standards for honesty, he or she will need to negatively update his or her selfconcept, which is aversive. Conversely, if a person complies
with his or her internal standards, he or she avoids such
negative updating and maintains his or her positive selfview in terms of being an honest person. Notably, this
perspective suggests that to maintain their positive selfconcepts, people will comply with their internal standards
even when doing so involves investments of effort or sacrificing financial gains (e.g., Aronson and Carlsmith 1962;
Harris, Mussen, and Rutherford 1976; Sullivan 1953). In
our gas station example, this perspective suggests that
people who pass by a gas station will be influenced not
only by the expected amount of cash they stand to gain
from robbing the place, the probability of being caught, and
the magnitude of punishment if caught but also by the way
the act of robbing the store might make them perceive
themselves.
The utility derived from behaving in line with the selfconcept could conceivably be just another part of the cost–
benefit analysis (i.e., adding another variable to account for
this utility). However, even if we consider this utility just
another input, it probably cannot be manifested as a simple
constant, because the influence of dishonest behavior on the
self-concept will most likely depend on the particular
action, its symbolic value, its context, and its plasticity. In
the following sections, we characterize these elements in a
theory of self-concept maintenance and test the implications of this theory in a set of six experiments.
THE THEORY OF SELF-CONCEPT MAINTENANCE
People are often torn between two competing motivations: gaining from cheating versus maintaining a positive
self-concept as honest (Aronson 1969; Harris, Mussen, and
Rutherford 1976). For example, if people cheat, they could
gain financially but at the expense of an honest selfconcept. In contrast, if they take the high road, they might
forgo financial benefits but maintain their honest selfconcept. This seems to be a win–lose situation, such that
choosing one path involves sacrificing the other.
In this work, we suggest that people typically solve this
motivational dilemma adaptively by finding a balance or
equilibrium between the two motivating forces, such that

they derive some financial benefit from behaving dishonestly but still maintain their positive self-concept in terms
of being honest. To be more precise, we posit a magnitude
range of dishonesty within which people can cheat, but
their behaviors, which they would usually consider dishonest, do not bear negatively on their self-concept (i.e., they
are not forced to update their self-concept).1 Although
many mechanisms may allow people to find such a compromise, we focus on two particular means: categorization and
attention devoted to one’s own moral standards. Using these
mechanisms, people can record their actions (e.g., “I am
claiming $x in tax exemptions”) without confronting the
moral meaning of their actions (e.g., “I am dishonest”). We
focus on these two mechanisms because they support the
role of the self-concept in decisions about honesty and
because we believe that they have a wide set of important
applications in the marketplace. Although not always mutually exclusive, we elaborate on each separately.
Categorization
We hypothesize that for certain types of actions and magnitudes of dishonesty, people can categorize their actions
into more compatible terms and find rationalizations for
their actions. As a consequence, people can cheat while
avoiding any negative self-signals that might affect their
self-concept and thus avoid negatively updating their selfconcept altogether (Gur and Sackeim 1979).
Two important aspects of categorization are its relative
malleability and its limit. First, behaviors with malleable
categorization are those that allow people to reinterpret
them in a self-serving manner, and the degree of malleability is likely to be determined by their context. For example,
intuition suggests that it is easier to steal a $.10 pencil from
a friend than to steal $.10 out of the friend’s wallet to buy a
pencil because the former scenario offers more possibilities
to categorize the action in terms that are compatible with
friendship (e.g., my friend took a pencil from me once; this
is what friends do). This thought experiment suggests not
only that a higher degree of categorization malleability
facilitates dishonesty (stealing) but also that some actions
are inherently less malleable and therefore cannot be categorized successfully in compatible terms (Dana, Weber, and
Kuang 2005; for a discussion of the idea that a medium,
such as a pen, can disguise the final outcome of an action,
such as stealing, see Hsee et al. 2003). In other words, as
the categorization malleability increases, so does the magnitude of dishonesty to which a person can commit without
influencing his or her self-concept (Baumeister 1998;
Pina e Cunha and Cabral-Cardoso 2006; Schweitzer and
Hsee 2002).
The second important aspect of the categorization
process pertains to its inherent limit. The ability to categorize behaviors in ways other than as dishonest or immoral
can be incredibly useful for the self, but it is difficult to
imagine that this mechanism is without limits. Instead, it
may be possible to “stretch” the truth and the bounds of
mental representations only up to a certain point (what

1Our self-concept maintenance theory is based on how people define
honesty and dishonesty for themselves, regardless of whether their definition matches the objective definition.
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Piaget [1950] calls assimilation and accommodation). If we
assume that the categorization process has such built-in
limits, we should conceptualize categorization as effective
only up to a threshold, beyond which people can no longer
avoid the obvious moral valence of their behavior.
Attention to Standards
The other mechanism that we address in the current work
is the attention people pay to their own standards of conduct. This idea is related to Duval and Wicklund’s (1972)
theory of objective self-awareness and Langer’s (1989) concept of mindlessness. We hypothesize that when people
attend to their own moral standards (are mindful of them),
any dishonest action is more likely to be reflected in their
self-concept (they will update their self-concept as a consequence of their actions), which in turn will cause them to
adhere to a stricter delineation of honest and dishonest
behavior. However, when people are inattentive to their own
moral standards (are mindless of them), their actions are not
evaluated relative to their standards, their self-concept is
less likely to be updated, and, therefore, their behavior is
likely to diverge from their standards. Thus, the attentionto-standards mechanism predicts that when moral standards
are more accessible, people will need to confront the meaning of their actions more readily and therefore be more honest (for ways to increase accessibility, see Bateson, Nettle,
and Roberts 2006; Bering, McLeod, and Shackelford 2005;
Diener and Wallbom 1976; Haley and Fessler 2005). In this
sense, greater attention to standards may be modeled as a
tighter range for the magnitude of dishonest actions that
does not trigger updating of the self-concept or as a lower
threshold up to which people can be dishonest without
influencing their self-concept.
Categorization and Attention to Standards
Whereas the categorization mechanism depends heavily
on stimuli and actions (i.e., degree of malleability and magnitude of dishonesty), the attention-to-standards mechanism
relies on internal awareness or salience. From this perspective, these two mechanisms are distinct; the former focuses
on the outside world, and the latter focuses on the inside
world. However, they are related in that they both involve
attention, are sensitive to manipulations, and are related to
the dynamics of acceptable boundaries of behavior.
Thus, although the dishonesty that both self-concept
maintenance mechanisms allow stems from different
sources, they both tap the same basic concept. Moreover, in
many real-world cases, these mechanisms may be so interrelated that it would be difficult to distinguish whether the
source of this type of dishonesty comes from the environment (categorization) or the individual (attention to standards). In summary, the theory of self-concept maintenance
that considers both external and internal reward systems
suggests the following hypotheses:
Ext&Int-H1: Dishonesty increases as attention to standards for
honesty decreases.
Ext&Int-H2: Dishonesty increases as categorization malleability increases.
Ext&Int-H3: Given the opportunity to be dishonest, people are
dishonest up to a certain level that does not force
them to update their self-concept.
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EXPERIMENT 1: INCREASING ATTENTION TO
STANDARDS FOR HONESTY THROUGH RELIGIOUS
REMINDERS
The general setup of all our experiments involves a
multiple-question task, in which participants are paid
according to their performance. We compare the performance of respondents in the control conditions, in which they
have no opportunity to be dishonest, with that of respondents in the “cheating” conditions, in which they have such
an opportunity. In Experiment 1, we test the prediction that
increasing people’s attention to their standards for honesty
will make them more honest by contrasting the magnitude
of dishonesty in a condition in which they are reminded of
their own standards for honesty with a condition in which
they are not.
On the face of it, the idea that any reminder can decrease
dishonesty seems strange; after all, people should know that
it is wrong to be dishonest, even without such reminders.
However, from the self-concept maintenance perspective,
the question is not whether people know that it is wrong to
behave dishonestly but whether they think of these standards and compare their behavior with them in the moment
of temptation. In other words, if a mere reminder of honesty standards has an effect, we can assert that people do
not naturally attend to these standards. In Experiment 1, we
implement this reminder through a simple recall task.
Method
Two hundred twenty-nine students participated in this
experiment, which consisted of a two-task paradigm as part
of a broader experimental session with multiple, unrelated
paper-and-pencil tasks that appeared together in a booklet.
In the first task, we asked respondents to write down either
the names of ten books they had read in high school (no
moral reminder) or the Ten Commandments (moral
reminder). They had two minutes to complete this task. The
idea of the Ten Commandments recall task was that independent of people’s religion, of whether people believed in
God, or of whether they knew any of the commandments,
knowing that the Ten Commandments are about moral rules
would be enough to increase attention to their own moral
standards and thus increase the likelihood of behavior consistent with these standards (for a discussion of reminders
of God in the context of generosity, see Shariff and Norenzayan 2007). The second, ostensibly separate task consisted
of two sheets of paper: a test sheet and an answer sheet. The
test sheet consisted of 20 matrices, each based on a set of
12 three-digit numbers. Participants had four minutes to
find two numbers per matrix that added up to 10 (see Figure 1). We selected this type of task because it is a search
task, and though it can take some time to find the right
Figure 1
A SAMPLE MATRIX OF THE ADDING-TO-10 TASK
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answer, when it is found, the respondents could unambiguously evaluate whether they had solved the question correctly (assuming that they could add two numbers to 10
without error), without the need for a solution sheet and the
possibility of a hindsight bias (Fischhoff and Beyth 1975).
Moreover, we used this task on the basis of a pretest that
showed that participants did not view this task as one that
reflected their math ability or intelligence. The answer
sheet was used to report the total number of correctly
solved matrices. We promised that at the end of the session,
two randomly selected participants would earn $10 for each
correctly solved matrix.
In the two control conditions (after the ten books and Ten
Commandments recall task, respectively), at the end of the
four-minute matrix task, participants continued to the next
task in the booklet. At the end of the entire experimental
session, the experimenter verified their answers on the
matrix task and wrote down the number of correctly solved
matrices on the answer sheet in the booklet. In the two
recycle conditions (after the ten books and Ten Commandments recall task, respectively), at the end of the fourminute matrix task, participants indicated the total number
of correctly solved matrices on the answer sheet and then
tore out the original test sheet from the booklet and placed
it in their belongings (to recycle later), thus providing them
with an opportunity to cheat. The entire experiment represented a 2 (type of reminder) × 2 (ability to cheat) betweensubjects design.
Results and Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 confirmed our predictions.
The type of reminder had no effect on participants’ performance in the two control conditions (MBooks/control = 3.1
versus MTen Commandments/control = 3.1; F(1, 225) = .012, p =
.91), which suggests that the type of reminder did not influence ability or motivation. Following the book recall task,
however, respondents cheated when they were given the
opportunity to do so (MBooks/recycle = 4.2), but they did not
cheat after the Ten Commandments recall task (MTen
Commandments/recycle = 2.8; F(1, 225) = 5.24, p = .023), creating a significant interaction between type of reminder and
ability to cheat (F(3, 225) = 4.52, p = .036). Notably, the
level of cheating remained far below the maximum. On
average, participants cheated only 6.7% of the possible
magnitude. Most important, and in line with our notion of
self-concept maintenance, reminding participants of standards for morality eliminated cheating completely: In the
Ten Commandments/recycle condition, participants’ performance was undistinguishable from those in the control
conditions (F(1, 225) = .49, p = .48).
We designed Experiment 1 to focus on the attention-tostandards mechanism (Ext&Int-H1), but one aspect of the
results—the finding that the magnitude of dishonesty was
limited and well below the maximum possible level in the
two recycle conditions—suggested that the categorization
mechanism (Ext&Int-H2) could have been at work as well.
A possible alternative interpretation of the books/recycle
condition is that over their lifetime, participants developed
standards for moral behavior according to which overclaiming by a few questions on a test or in an experimental setting was not considered dishonest. If so, these participants
could have been completely honest from their point of view.
Similarly, in a country in which a substantial part of the cit-

izenry overclaims on taxes, the very act of overclaiming is
generally accepted and therefore not necessarily considered
immoral. However, if this interpretation accounted for our
findings, increasing people’s attention to morality (Ten
Commandments/recycle condition) would not have
decreased the magnitude of dishonesty. Therefore, we interpreted these findings as providing initial support for the
self-concept maintenance theory.
Note also that, on average, participants remembered only
4.3 of the Ten Commandments, and we found no significant
correlation between the number of commandments recalled
and the number of matrices the participants claimed to have
solved correctly (r = –.14, p = .29). If we use the number of
commandments remembered as a proxy for religiosity, the
lack of relationship between religiosity and the magnitude
of dishonesty suggests that the efficacy of the Ten Commandments is based on increased attention to internal honesty standards, leading to a lower tolerance for dishonesty
(i.e., decreased self-concept maintenance threshold).
Finally, it is worth contrasting these results with people’s
lay theories about such situations. A separate set of students
(n = 75) correctly anticipated that participants would cheat
when given the opportunity to do so, but they anticipated
that the level of cheating would be higher than what it
really was (Mpred_Books/recycle = 9.5), and they anticipated
that reminding participants of the Ten Commandments
would not significantly decrease cheating (Mpred_Ten
Commandments/recycle = 7.8; t(73) = 1.61, p = .11). The contrast
of the predicted results with the actual behavior we found
suggests that participants understand the economic motivation for overclaiming, but they overestimate its influence on
behavior and underestimate the effect of the self-concept in
regulating honesty.
EXPERIMENT 2: INCREASING ATTENTION TO
STANDARDS FOR HONESTY THROUGH
COMMITMENT REMINDERS
Another type of reminder, an honor code, refers to a procedure that asks participants to sign a statement in which
they declare their commitment to honesty before taking part
in a task (Dickerson et al. 1992; McCabe and Trevino 1993,
1997). Although many explanations have been proposed for
the effectiveness of honor codes used by many academic
institutions (McCabe, Trevino, and Butterfield 2002; see
http://www.academicintegrity.org), the self-concept maintenance idea may shed light on the internal process underlying its success. In addition to manipulating the awareness
of honesty standards through commitment reminders at the
point of temptation, Experiment 2 represents an extension
of Experiment 1 by manipulating the financial incentives
for performance (i.e., external benefits); in doing so, it also
tests the external cost–benefit hypothesis that dishonesty
increases as the expected magnitude of reward from the dishonest act increases (Ext-H1).
Method
Two hundred seven students participated in Experiment
2. Using the same matrix task, we manipulated two factors
between participants: the amount earned per correctly
solved matrix ($.50 and $2, paid to each participant) and
the attention to standards (control, recycle, and recycle +
honor code).
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In the two control conditions, at the end of five minutes,
participants handed both the test and the answer sheets to
the experimenter, who verified their answers and wrote
down the number of correctly solved matrices on the
answer sheet. In the two recycle conditions, participants
indicated the total number of correctly solved matrices on
the answer sheet, folded the original test sheet, and placed
it in their belongings (to recycle later), thus providing them
an opportunity to cheat. Only after that did they hand the
answer sheet to the experimenter. The recycle + honor code
condition was similar to the recycle condition except that at
the top of the test sheet, there was an additional statement
that read, “I understand that this short survey falls under
MIT’s [Yale’s] honor system.” Participants printed and
signed their names below the statement. Thus, the honor
code statement appeared on the same sheet as the matrices,
and this sheet was recycled before participants submitted
their answer sheets. In addition, to provide a test for ExtH1, we manipulated the payment per correctly solved
matrix ($.50 and $2) and contrasted performance levels
between these two incentive levels.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 depicts the results. An overall analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a highly significant effect of the
attention-to-standards manipulation (F(2, 201) = 11.94, p <
.001), no significant effect of the level of incentive manipulation (F(1, 201) = .99, p = .32), and no significant interaction (F(2, 201) = .58, p = .56). When given the opportunity, respondents in the two recycle conditions ($.50 and
$2) cheated (Mrecycle = 5.5) relative to those in the two control conditions ($.50 and $2: Mcontrol = 3.3; F(1, 201) =
15.99, p < .001), but again, the level of cheating fell far
below the maximum (i.e., 20); participants cheated only
13.5% of the possible average magnitude. In line with our
findings in Experiment 1, this latter result supports the idea
that we were also observing the workings of the categorization mechanism.
Between the two levels of incentives ($.50 and $2 conditions), we did not find a particularly large difference in the
Figure 2
EXPERIMENT 2: NUMBER OF MATRICES REPORTED SOLVED
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Notes: Mean number of “solved” matrices in the control condition (no
ability to cheat) and the recycle and recycle + honor code (HC) conditions
(ability to cheat). The payment scheme was either $.50 or $2 per correct
answer. Error bars are based on standard errors of the means.
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magnitude of cheating; cheating was slightly more common
(by approximately 1.16 questions), though not significantly
so, in the $.50 condition (F(1, 201) = 2.1, p = .15). Thus,
we did not find support for Ext-H1. A possible interpretation of this decrease in dishonesty with increased incentives
is that the magnitude of dishonesty and its effect on the
categorization mechanism depended on both the number of
questions answered dishonestly (which increased by 2.8 in
the $.50 condition and 1.7 in the $2 condition) and the
amount of money inaccurately claimed (which increased by
$1.4 in the $.50 condition and $3.5 in the $2 condition). If
categorization malleability was affected by a mix of these
two factors, we would have expected the number of questions that participants reported as correctly solved to
decrease with greater incentives (at least as long as the
external incentives were not too high).
Most important for Experiment 2, we found that the two
recycle + honor code conditions ($.50 and $2: Mrecycle +
honor code = 3.0) eliminated cheating insofar as the performance in these conditions was undistinguishable from the
two control conditions ($.50 and $2: Mcontrol = 3.3; F(1,
201) = .19, p = .66) but significantly different from the two
recycle conditions ($.50 and $2: Mrecycle = 5.5; F(1, 201) =
19.69, p < .001). The latter result is notable given that the
two recycle + honor code conditions were procedurally
similar to the two recycle conditions. Moreover, the two
institutions in which we conducted this experiment did not
have an honor code system at the time, and therefore,
objectively, the honor code had no implications of external
punishment. When we replicated the experiment in an institution that had a strict honor code, the results were identical, suggesting that it is not the honor code per se and its
implied external punishment but rather the reminder of
morality that was at play.
Again, we asked a separate set of students (n = 82) at the
institutions without an honor code system to predict the
results, and though they predicted that the increased payment would marginally increase dishonesty (Mpred_$2 = 6.8
versus Mpred_$.50 = 6.4; F(1, 80) = 3.3, p = .07), in essence
predicting Ext-H1, they did not anticipate that the honor
code would significantly decrease dishonesty (Mpred_recylce +
honor code = 6.2 versus Mpred_recycle = 6.9; F(1, 80) = .74, p =
.39). The contrast of the predicted results with the actual
behavior suggests that people understand the economic
motivation for overclaiming, that they overestimate its
influence on behavior, and that they underestimate the
effect of the self-concept in regulating honesty. In addition,
the finding that predictors did not expect the honor code to
decrease dishonesty suggests that they did not perceive the
honor code manipulation as having implications of external
punishment.
EXPERIMENT 3: INCREASING CATEGORIZATION
MALLEABILITY
Making people mindful by increasing their attention to
their honesty standards can curb dishonesty, but the theory
of self-concept maintenance also implies that increasing the
malleability to interpret one’s actions should increase the
magnitude of dishonesty (Schweitzer and Hsee 2002). To
test this hypothesis, in Experiment 3, we manipulate
whether the opportunity for dishonest behavior occurs in
terms of money or in terms of an intermediary medium
(tokens). We posit that introducing a medium (Hsee et al.
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2003) will offer participants more room for interpretation
of their actions, making the moral implications of dishonesty less accessible and thus making it easier for participants to cheat at higher magnitudes.
Method
Four hundred fifty students participated in Experiment 3.
Participants had five minutes to complete the matrix task
and were promised $.50 for each correctly solved matrix.
We used three between-subjects conditions: the same control and recycle conditions as in Experiment 2 and a recycle + token condition. The latter condition was similar to
the recycle condition, except participants knew that each
correctly solved matrix would earn them one token, which
they would exchange for $.50 a few seconds later. When the
five minutes elapsed, participants in the recycle + token
condition recycled their test sheet and submitted only their
answer sheet to an experimenter, who gave them the corresponding amount of tokens. Participants then went to a second experimenter, who exchanged the tokens for money
(this experimenter also paid the participants in the other
conditions). We counterbalanced the roles of the two
experimenters.
Results and Discussion
Similar to our previous findings, participants in the recycle condition solved significantly more questions than participants in the control condition (Mrecycle = 6.2 versus
Mcontrol = 3.5; F(1, 447) = 34.26, p < .001), which suggests
that they cheated. In addition, participants’ magnitude of
cheating was well below the maximum—only 16.5% of the
possible average magnitude. Most important, and in line
with Ext&Int-H2, introducing tokens as the medium of
immediate exchange further increased the magnitude of dishonesty (Mrecyle + token = 9.4) such that it was significantly
larger than it was in the recycle condition (F(1, 447) =
47.62, p < .001)—presumably without any changes in the
probability of being caught or the severity of the
punishment.
Our findings support the idea that claiming more tokens
instead of claiming more money offered more categorization malleability such that people could interpret their dishonesty in a more self-serving manner, thus reducing the
negative self-signal they otherwise would have received. In
terms of our current account, the recycle + token condition
increased the threshold for the acceptable magnitude of dishonesty. The finding that a medium could be such an
impressive facilitator of dishonesty may explain the incomparably excessive contribution of employee theft and fraud
(e.g., stealing office supplies and merchandise, putting
inappropriate expenses on expense accounts) to dishonesty
in the marketplace, as we reported previously.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that our results differ
from what a separate set of students (n = 59) predicted we
would find. The predictors correctly anticipated that participants would cheat when given the opportunity to do so
(Mpred_recycle = 6.6; t(29) = 5.189, p < .001), but they anticipated that being able to cheat in terms of tokens would not
be any different than being able to cheat in terms of money
(Mpred_recycle + token = 7; t(57) = 4.5, p = .65). Again, this
suggests that people underestimate the effect of the selfconcept in regulating honesty.

EXPERIMENT 4: RECOGNIZING ACTIONS BUT NOT
UPDATING THE SELF-CONCEPT
Our account of self-concept maintenance suggests that
by engaging only in a relatively low level of cheating, participants stayed within the threshold of acceptable magnitudes of dishonesty and thus benefited from being dishonest
without receiving a negative self-signal (i.e., their selfconcept remained unaffected). To achieve this balance, we
posit that participants recorded their actions correctly (i.e.,
they knew that they were overclaiming), but the categorization and/or attention-to-standards mechanisms prevented
this factual knowledge from being morally evaluated. Thus,
people did not necessarily confront the true meaning or
implications of their actions (e.g., “I am dishonest”). We
test this prediction (Ext&Int-H3) in Experiment 4.
To test the hypothesis that people are aware of their
actions but do not update their self-concepts, we manipulated participants’ ability to cheat on the matrix task and
measured their predictions about their performance on a
second matrix task that did not allow cheating. If participants in a recycling condition did not recognize that they
overclaimed, they would base their predictions on their
exaggerated (i.e., dishonest) performance in the first matrix
task. Therefore, their predictions would be higher than the
predictions of those who could not cheat on the first task.
However, if participants who overclaimed were cognizant
of their exaggerated claims, their predictions for a situation
that does not allow cheating would be attenuated and, theoretically, would not differ from their counterparts’ in the
control condition. In addition, to test whether dishonest
behavior influenced people’s self-concept, we asked participants about their honesty after they completed the first
matrix task. If participants in the recycling condition (who
were cheating) had lower opinions about themselves in
terms of honesty than those in the control condition (who
were not cheating), this would mean that they had updated
their self-concept. However, if cheating did not influence
their opinions about themselves, this would suggest that
they had not fully accounted for their dishonest behaviors
and, consequently, that they had not paid a price for their
dishonesty in terms of their self-concept.
Method
Forty-four students participated in this experiment,
which consisted of a four-task paradigm, administered in
the following order: a matrix task, a personality test, a prediction task, and a second matrix task. In the first matrix
task, we repeated the same control and recycle conditions
from Experiment 2. Participants randomly assigned to
either of these two conditions had five minutes to complete
the task and received $.50 per correctly solved matrix. The
only difference from Experiment 2 was that we asked all
participants (not just those in the recycle condition) to
report on the answer sheet the total number of matrices they
had correctly solved. (Participants in the control condition
then submitted both the test and the answer sheets to the
experimenter, who verified each of their answers on the test
sheets to determine payments.)
In the second, ostensibly separate task, we handed out a
ten-item test with questions ranging from political ambitions to preferences for classical music to general abilities.
Embedded in this survey were two questions about partici-
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pants’ self-concept as it relates to honesty. The first question asked how honest the participants considered themselves (absolute honesty) on a scale from 0 (“not at all”) to
100 (“very”). The second question asked participants to rate
their perception of themselves in terms of being a moral
person (relative morality) on a scale from –5 (“much
worse”) to 5 (“much better”) at the time of the survey in
contrast to the day before.
In the third task, we surprised participants by announcing
that they would next participate in a second five-minute
matrix task, but before taking part in it, their task was to
predict how many matrices they would be able to solve and
to indicate how confident they were with their predictions
on a scale from 0 (“not at all”) to 100 (“very”). Before making these predictions, we made it clear that this second
matrix task left no room to overclaim because the experimenter would check the answers given on the test sheet (as
was done in the control condition). Furthermore, we
informed participants that this second test would consist of
a different set of matrices, and the payment would depend
on both the accuracy of their prediction and their performance. If their prediction was 100% accurate, they would
earn $.50 per correctly solved matrix, but for each matrix
they solved more or less than what they predicted, their
payment per matrix would be reduced by $.02. We emphasized that this payment scheme meant that it was in their
best interest to predict as accurately as possible and to solve
as many matrices as they could (i.e., they would make less
money if they gave up solving some matrices, just to be
accurate in their predictions).
Finally, the fourth task was the matrix task with different
number sets and without the ability to overclaim (i.e., only
control condition). Thus, the entire experiment represented
a two-condition between-subjects design, differing only in
the first matrix task (possibility to cheat). The three remaining tasks (personality test, prediction task, and second
matrix task) were the same.
Results and Discussion
The mean number of matrices “solved” in the first and
second matrix tasks appears in Table 1. Similar to our previous experiments, on the first task, participants who had
the ability to cheat (recycle condition) solved significantly
more questions than those in the control condition (t(42) =
2.21, p = .033). However, this difference disappeared in the

Table 1
EXPERIMENT 4: PERFORMANCE ON THE MATRIX AND
PERSONALITY TESTS
Matrix Task
First
Matrix
Task
Condition
Control
Recycle

Matrices Solved
(0 to 20)
First
Task
4.2
6.7

Personality Test
Absolute Honesty
(0 to 100)

Second
Task Predicted
4.6
4.3

67.6
32.4

Relative Morality
(–5 to +5)

Actual

Predicted

Actual

85.2
79.3

.4
–1.4

.4
.6

Notes: Number of matrices reported as correctly solved in the first and
second matrix task, as well as predicted and actual self-reported measures
of absolute honesty and relative morality in the personality test after the
control and recycle conditions, respectively, of the first matrix task.

second matrix task, for which neither of the two groups had
an opportunity to cheat (t(42) = .43, p = .67), and the average performance on the second task (M2ndMatrixTask = 4.5)
did not differ from the control condition’s performance on
the first task (M1stMatrixTask/control = 4.2; t(43) = .65, p =
.519). These findings imply that, as in the previous experiments, participants cheated when they had the chance to do
so. Furthermore, the level of cheating was relatively low
(on average, two to three matrices); participants cheated
only 14.8% of the possible average magnitude.
In terms of the predictions of performance on the second
matrix task, we found no significant difference (t(42) ~ 0,
n.s.) between participants who were able to cheat and those
who were not in the first matrix task (Mcontrol = 6.3, and
Mrecycle = 6.3). Moreover, participants in the control and
recycle conditions were equally confident about their predictions (Mforecast_control = 72.5 versus Mforecast_recycle =
68.8; t(42) = .56, p = .57). Together with the difference in
performance in the first matrix task, these findings suggest
that those who cheated in the first task knew that they had
overclaimed.
As for the ten-personality-questions survey, after the first
task, participants in both conditions had equally high opinions of their honesty in general (t(42) = .97, p = .34) and
their morality compared with the previous day (t(42) = .55,
p = .58), which suggests that cheating in the experiment did
not affect their reported self-concepts in terms of these
characteristics. Together, these results support our selfconcept maintenance theory and indicate that people’s limited magnitude of dishonesty “flies under the radar”; that is,
they do not update their self-concept in terms of honesty
even though they recognize their actions (i.e., that they
overclaim).
In addition, we asked a different group of 39 students to
predict the responses to the self-concept questions (absolute
honesty and relative morality). In the control condition, we
asked them to imagine how an average student who solved
four matrices would answer these two questions. In the
recycle condition, we asked them to imagine how an average student who solved four matrices but claimed to have
solved six would answer these two questions. As Table 1
shows, they predicted that cheating would decrease both a
person’s general view of him- or herself as an honest person (t(37) = 3.77, p < .001) and his or her morality compared with the day before the test (t(37) = 3.88, p < .001).2
This finding provides further support for the idea that
people do not accurately anticipate the self-concept maintenance mechanism.
EXPERIMENT 5: NOT CHEATING BECAUSE OF
OTHERS
Thus far, we have accumulated evidence for a magnitude
of cheating, which seems to depend on the attention a person pays to his or her own standards for honesty as well as
categorization malleability. Moreover, the results of Experiment 4 provide some evidence that cheating can take place
without an associated change in self-concept. Overall, these
2We replicated these findings in two other prediction tasks (within and
between subjects). Students anticipated a significant deterioration in their
own self-concept if they (not another hypothetical student) were to overclaim by two matrices.
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findings are in line with our theory of self-concept maintenance: When people are torn between the temptation to
benefit from cheating and the benefits of maintaining a
positive view of themselves, they solve the dilemma by
finding a balance between these two motivating forces such
that they can engage to some level in dishonest behavior
without updating their self-concept. Although these findings are consistent with our theory of self-concept maintenance, there are a few other alternative accounts for these
results. In the final two experiments, we try to address
these.
One possible alternative account that comes to mind
posits that participants were driven by self-esteem only
(e.g., John and Robins 1994; Tesser, Millar, and Moore
1988; Trivers 2000). From this perspective, a person might
have cheated on a few matrices so that he or she did not
appear stupid compared with everybody else. (We used the
matrix task partially because it is not a task that our participants related to IQ, but this account might still be possible.)
A second alternative for our findings argues that participants were driven only by external, not internal, rewards
and cheated up to the level at which they believed their dishonest behavior could not be detected. From this perspective, participants cheated just by a few questions, not
because some internal force stopped them but because they
estimated that the probability of being caught and/or the
severity of punishment would be negligible (or zero) if they
cheat by only a few questions. As a consequence, they
cheated up to this particular threshold—in essence, estimating what they could get away with and cheating up to that
level.
A third alternative explanation is that the different
manipulations (e.g., moral reminders) influenced the type
of social norms that participants apply to the experimental
setting (see Reno, Cialdini, and Kallgren 1993; for focusing
effects, see Kallgren, Cialdini, and Reno 2000). According
to this norm compliance argument, a person who solves
three matrices but knows that, on average, people report
having solved six should simply go ahead and do what others are doing, namely, report six solved matrices (i.e., cheat
by three matrices).
What these three accounts have in common is that all of
them are sensitive to the (expected) behavior of others. In
contrast, our self-concept maintenance theory implies that
the level of dishonesty is set without reference to the level
of dishonesty exhibited by others (at least in the short run).
This contrast suggests a simple test in which we manipulate
participants’ beliefs about others’ performance levels. If the
level of cheating is driven by the desire for achievement,
external costs, or norm compliance, the number of matrices
that participants claim to have solved should increase when
they believe that the average performance of others is
higher. However, if the level of cheating is driven by selfconcept maintenance considerations, the belief that others
solve many more matrices should have no effect on the
level of dishonesty.
Method
One hundred eight students participated in a matrix task
experiment, in which we manipulated two factors between
participants: the ability to cheat (control and recycle, as in
Experiments 2) and beliefs about the number of matrices
the average student solves in the given condition in the time

allotted (four matrices, which is the accurate number, or
eight matrices, which is an exaggeration). Again, the
dependent variable was the number of matrices reported as
being solved correctly. The experiment represented a 2 × 2
between-subjects design.
Results and Discussion
On average, participants in the two control conditions
solved 3.3 and 3.4 matrices, and those in the corresponding
recycle conditions solved 4.5 and 4.8 matrices (in the 4 and
8 believed standard performance conditions, respectively).
A two-factorial ANOVA of the number of matrices solved
as a function of the ability to cheat and the belief about others’ performances showed a main effect of the ability to
cheat (F(1, 104) = 6.89, p = .01), but there was no main
effect of the beliefs about average performance levels
(F(1, 104) = .15, p = .7) and no interaction (F(1, 104) = .09,
p = .76). That is, when participants had a chance to cheat,
they cheated, but the level of cheating was independent of
information about the average reported performance of others. This finding argues against drive toward achievement,
threshold due to external costs, or norm compliance as
alternative explanations for our findings.
EXPERIMENT 6: SENSITIVITY TO EXTERNAL
REWARDS
Because the external costs of dishonest acts are central to
the standard economic cost–benefit view of dishonesty, we
wanted to test its influence more directly. In particular, following Nagin and Pogarsky’s (2003) suggestion that
increasing the probability of getting caught is much more
effective than increasing the severity of the punishment, we
aimed to manipulate the former type of external cost—that
is, the likelihood of getting caught on three levels—and to
measure the amount of dishonesty across these three cheating conditions. If only external cost–benefit trade-offs are
at work in our setup, we should find that the level of dishonesty increases as the probability of being caught
decreases (Ext-H2). Conversely, if self-concept maintenance limits the magnitude of dishonesty, we should find
some cheating, but the level of dishonesty should be
roughly of the same magnitude, regardless of the probabilities of getting caught.
Method
This experiment entailed multiple sessions with each participant sitting in a private booth (N = 326). At the start of
each session, the experimenter explained the instructions
for the entire experiment. The first part of the experimental
procedure remained the same for all conditions, but the second part varied across conditions. All participants received
a test with 50 multiple-choice, general-knowledge questions (e.g., “How deep is a fathom?” “How many degrees
does every triangle contain?” “What does 3! equal?”), had
15 minutes to answer the questions, and were promised
$.10 for each question they solved correctly. After the 15
minutes, participants received a “bubble sheet” onto which
they transferred their answers. Similar to Scantron sheets
used with multiple-choice tests, for each question, the bubble sheet provided the question number with three circles
labeled a, b, and c, and participants were asked to mark the
corresponding circle. The manipulation of our conditions
pertained to the bubble sheet and to what participants did
with it after transferring their answers.
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In the control condition, participants received a standard
bubble sheet. When they finished transferring their answers,
they handed both the test and the bubble sheet to the experimenter, who checked their answers, summed up the number
of correct answers, and paid the participants $.10 for each
correct answer. In the no-recycle condition (first cheating
condition), the bubble sheet had the correct answers premarked, such that the circles representing the correct
answers were shaded in gray. This design prompted a
dilemma for participants when they faced a question they
had answered incorrectly on their test sheet; they could be
honest and fill in the corresponding incorrect bubble or be
dishonest and fill in the correct bubble. After participants
finished transferring their answers, they summed up the
number of their correct answers, wrote that number at the
top of the bubble sheet, and handed both the test and the
bubble sheet to the experimenter, who paid them according
to their self-summed score. In this condition, participants
could cheat with some risk that the experimenter might discover it, if the experimenter compared the answers on the
bubble sheet with the answers on the test sheet. The recycle
condition (second cheating condition) was similar to the norecycle condition, with the difference that participants were
instructed to transfer their answers to the premarked bubble
sheet and then walk to a shredder, shred their original test
sheet, and take only the bubble sheet to the experimenter, at
which point they would be paid accordingly. Because of the
shredding, this condition offered a lower probability of
being caught cheating than the no-recycle condition.
Finally, the recycle+ condition (third cheating condition)
further decreased the probability of being caught by
instructing participants to shred both their test sheet and the
bubble sheet, walk over to a large jar with money at the corner of the room, and take the amount they earned. In addition, by making the payment “self-service,” the recycle+
condition eliminated any interactions with the experimenter, thus decreasing social concerns with cheating.3 At
the start of each experimental session of the recycle+ condition, the jar was filled with different denominations that
totaled $100. After each session (out of the sight of students), we collected the jar and measured the amount of
money in it.4
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dishonesty across the three cheating conditions (F(2, 209) =
.11, p = .9), and the average magnitude of dishonesty was
approximately 20% of the possible average magnitude,
which was far from the maximal possible dishonesty in
these conditions (similar to findings by Goldstone and Chin
1993). These latter results suggest that participants in all
three cheating conditions seemed to have used the same
threshold to reconcile the motivations to benefit financially
from cheating and maintain their positive self-concept.
Experiment 6 is also useful in testing another possible
alternative explanation, which is that the increased level of
cheating we observed in the three cheating conditions was
due to a “few bad apples” (a few people who cheated a lot)
rather than to a general shift in the number of answers
reported as correctly solved (many people cheating just by
a little bit). As Figure 3 shows, however, the dishonesty
seemed to be due to a general increase in the number of
“correct responses,” which resulted in a rightward shift of
the response distribution.5 To test this stochastic dominance
assumption, we subjected the distributions to a series of
quantile regressions and found that the cheating distributions dominated the control distribution at every possible
point (e.g., at the 10th, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th,
80th, and 90th percentiles, the number of questions solved
was significantly higher in the cheating conditions than in
the control condition: t(210) = 3.65, 3.88, 4.48, 4.10, 2.92,
3.08, 2.11, 2.65, and 3.63, ps < .05), but the distributions
across the cheating conditions did not differ from one
another (no ps < .35).
Although Experiment 6 was particularly useful for this
analysis (because it included multiple cheating conditions),
5This analysis did not include the recycle+ condition, because we were
not able to measure individual-level performance; instead, we were limited
to measuring performance per session.

Figure 3
EXPERIMENT 6: NUMBER OF MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS
REPORTED SOLVED

Results and Discussion
On average, participants in the control condition solved
32.6 questions, and those in the no-recycle, recycle, and
recycle+ conditions solved 36.2, 35.9, and 36.1 questions,
respectively. An overall ANOVA of the number of questions
reported as solved revealed a highly significant effect of
the conditions (F(3, 322) = 19.99, p < .001). The average
reported performance in the three cheating conditions was
significantly higher than in the control condition
(F(1, 322) = 56.19, p < .001), but there was no difference in
3In a separate study, we asked participants to estimate the probability of
being caught across the different conditions and found that these conditions were indeed perceived in the appropriate order of the likelihood of
being caught (i.e., no recycle > recycle > recycle+).
4The goal of the recycle+ condition was to guarantee participants that
their individual actions of taking money from the jar would not be observable. Therefore, it was impossible to measure how much money each
respondent took in this condition. We could record only the sum of money
missing at the end of each session. For the purpose of statistical analysis,
we assigned the average amount taken per recycle+ session to each participant in that session.

Notes: Frequency distribution of number of “solved” questions in the
control condition (no ability to cheat) and two cheating conditions: norecycle and recycle. The values on the y-axis represent the percentage of
participants having “solved” a particular number of questions; the values
on the x-axis represent ±1 ranges around the displayed number (e.g., 21 =
participants having solved 20, 21, or 22 questions).
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a stronger test would be to determine whether this conclusion also holds across all six experiments. To do so, we
converted the performance across all the experiments to be
proportional, that is, the number of questions reported
solved relative to the maximum possible. Analyzing all conditions across our experiments (n = 1408), we again find
strict stochastic dominance of the performance distributions
in conditions that allowed cheating over conditions that did
not (β = .15, t(1406) = 2.98, p = .003). We obtain similarly
reliable differences for each quantile of the distributions,
suggesting that the overall mean difference (β = .134,
t(1406) = 9.72, p < .001) was indeed caused by a general
shift in the distribution rather than a large shift of a small
portion of the distribution.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
People in almost every society value honesty and maintain high beliefs about their own morality; yet examples of
significant dishonesty can be found everywhere in the marketplace. The standard cost–benefit model, which is central
to legal theory surrounding crime and punishment, assumes
that dishonest actions are performed by purely selfish, calculating people, who only care about external rewards. In
contrast, the psychological perspective assumes that people
largely care about internal rewards because they want, for
example, to maintain their self-concept. On the basis of
these two extreme starting points, we proposed and tested a
theory of self-concept maintenance that considers the motivation from both external and internal rewards. According
to this theory, people who think highly of themselves in
terms of honesty make use of various mechanisms that
allow them to engage in a limited amount of dishonesty
while retaining positive views of themselves. In other
words, there is a band of acceptable dishonesty that is limited by internal reward considerations. In particular, we
focus on two related but psychologically distinct mechanisms that influence the size of this band—categorization
and attention to standards—which we argue have a wide set
of important applications in the marketplace.
Across a set of six experiments we found support for our
theory by demonstrating that when people had the ability to
cheat, they cheated, but the magnitude of dishonesty per person was relatively low (relative to the possible maximum
amount). We also found that, in general, people were insensitive to the expected external costs and benefits associated
with the dishonest acts, but they were sensitive to contextual manipulations related to the self-concept. In particular,
the level of dishonesty dropped when people paid more
attention to honesty standards and climbed with increased
categorization malleability (Dana, Weber, and Kuang 2005).
Some of the results provide more direct evidence for the
self-concept maintenance mechanism (Experiment 4) by
showing that even though participants knew that they were
overclaiming, their actions did not affect their self-concept
in terms of honesty. Note also that, in contrast, predictors
expected dishonest actions to have a negative effect on the
self-concept. This misunderstanding of the workings of the
self-concept also manifested in respondents’ inability to
predict the effects of moral reminders (Ten Commandments
and honor code) and mediums (tokens), suggesting that, in
general, people expect others to behave in line with the
standard economic perspective of an external cost–benefit

trade-off and are unappreciative of the regulative effectiveness of the self-concept.6
In principle, the theory we propose can be incorporated
into economic models. Some formalizations related to it
appear in recent economic theories of utility maximization
based on models of self-signaling (Bodner and Prelec 2001)
and identity (Bénabou and Tirole 2004, 2006). These models can be adopted to account for self-concept maintenance
by incorporating attention to personal standards for honesty
(meta-utility function and salience parameter s1, respectively) and categorization malleability (interpretation function and probability 1 – λ, respectively). These approaches
convey a slowly spreading conviction among economists
that to study moral and social norms, altruism, reciprocity,
or antisocial behavior, the underlying psychological motivations that vary endogenously with the environment must
be understood (see also Gneezy 2005). The data presented
herein offer further guidance on the development of such
models. In our minds, the interplay between these formal
models and the empirical evidence we provide represents a
fruitful and promising research direction.
Some insights regarding the functional from in which the
external and internal rewards work together emerge from
the data, and these findings could also provide worthwhile
paths for further investigations in both economics and psychology. For example, the results of Experiment 2 show
that increasing external rewards in the form of increasing
benefits (monetary incentive) decreased the level of dishonesty (though insignificantly). This observation matches
findings from another matrix experiment in which we
manipulated two factors between 234 participants: the ability to cheat (control and recycle) and the amount of payment to each participant per correctly solved matrix ($.10,
$.50, $2.50, and $5). In this 2 × 4 design, we found limited
dishonesty in the $.10 and $.50 conditions but no dishonesty in the $2.50 and $5 conditions. Furthermore, the magnitude of dishonesty was approximately the same for $.10
and $.50. Together, these observations raise the possibility
of a step function–like relationship—constant, limited
amount of dishonesty up to a certain level of positive external rewards, beyond which increasing the external rewards
could limit categorization malleability, leaving no room for
under-the-radar dishonesty. In this way, dishonesty may
actually decrease with external rewards.
Finally, it is worthwhile noting some of the limitations of
our results. The first limitation is related directly to the relationship between external and internal rewards. Arguably, at
some point at which the external rewards become very high,
they should tempt the person sufficiently to prevail
(because the external reward of being dishonest is much
larger than the internal reward of maintaining a positive
self-concept). From that point on, we predict that behavior
would be largely influenced by external rewards, as the
standard economic perspective predicts (i.e., ultimately, the
magnitude of dishonesty will increase with increasing, high
external rewards).
6Note that our manipulations in their general form may be viewed as
priming. In this sense, our results may generalize to a much larger class of
manipulations that would curtail cheating behavior and may be useful
when, for example, the Ten Commandments or honor codes are not a feasible solution, such as purchasing environments.
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Another limitation is that our results did not support a
sensitivity to others’ reported behaviors, implying that, for
example, self-esteem or norm compliance considerations do
not influence people’s decisions about being dishonest. We
do not imply that such effects are not prevalent or perhaps
even powerful in the marketplace. For example, it could be
that the sensitivity to others operates slowly toward changing a person’s global internal standards for honesty, rather
than having a large influence on the local instances of dishonesty, such as those that took place in our experiments.
From a practical perspective, one of the two main questions about under-the-radar dishonesty pertains to its magnitude in the economy. By its very nature, the level of dishonesty in the marketplace is difficult to measure, but if our
studies are any indication, it may far exceed the magnitude
of dishonesty committed by “standard, run-of-the-mill”
criminals, who consider only the external rewards in their
decision. Across the six experiments (excluding the
recycle + token condition), among the 791 participants who
could cheat, we encountered only 5 (.6%) who cheated by
the maximal amount (and, thus, presumably engaged in
external cost–benefit trade-off analysis, leading to standard
rational dishonesty), whereas most cheated only slightly
(and, thus, presumably engaged in a trade-off of external
and internal rewards, leading them to engage in limited dishonesty that flies under the self-concept radar). Furthermore, the total costs incurred as a result of limited dishonesty were much greater than those associated with the
maximal dishonesty. Taken at face value, these results suggest that the effort that society at large applies to deterring
dishonesty—especially standard rational dishonesty—
might be misplaced.
Another important applied speculation involves the
medium experiment. As society moves away from cash and
electronic exchanges become more prevalent, mediums are
rapidly more available in the economy. Again, if we take
our results at face value, particular attention should be paid
to dishonesty in these new mediums (e.g., backdating
stocks) because they provide more opportunities for underthe-radar dishonesty. In addition, we observed that the
medium experiment not only allowed people to cheat more
but also increased the level of maximal cheating. In the
medium experiment, we observed 24 participants who
cheated maximally, which indicated that the tokens not only
allowed them to elevate their acceptable magnitude of dishonesty but also liberated them from the shackles of their
morality altogether.
When we consider the applied implications of these
results, we must emphasize that our findings stem from
experiments not with criminals but with students at elite
universities, people who are likely to play important roles
in the advancement of the United States and who are a lot
more similar to the general public. The prevalence of dishonesty among these people and the finding that, on an
individual level, they were mostly honest rather than completely dishonest suggest the generalizability of our results.
As Goldstone and Chin (1993) conclude, people seem to be
moral relativists in their everyday lives.
From a practical perspective, the next question is thus
related to approaches for curbing under-the-radar dishonesty. The results of the honor code, Ten Commandments,
and token manipulations are promising because they sug-
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gest that increasing people’s attention to their own standards for honesty and decreasing the categorization malleability could be effective remedies. However, the means
by which to incorporate such manipulations into everyday
scenarios in which people might be tempted to be dishonest
(e.g., returning used clothes, filling out tax returns or insurance claims), to determine how abstract or concrete these
manipulations must be to be effective (see Hayes and Dunning 1997), and to discover methods for fighting adaptation
to these manipulations remain open questions.
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